In order to study the winding motion of a multi-joint snake-like robot with multi-degree of redundancy in plane, a motion planning algorithm of a multi-joint snake-like robot based on improved Serpenoid curve equation is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the kinematics and dynamics models of a multijoint snake-like robot are established, and the joint angle curve equation and the thrust expression of each joint of the robot relative to time are obtained. Next, the existing Serpenoid curve equation is improved to calculate the axial bending moment function with joint angle amplitude adjustment factor and turn angle adjustment factor. By analyzing the relationship between the forward thrust of the robot and the improved Serpenoid curve equation, a simple, efficient and reliable closed-loop control system was designed. Then, MATLAB and SimWise4D were used for simulation to obtain the motion trajectory of the robot based on the improved Serpenoid curve motion planning algorithm, and the influence of different parameters on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake robot was analyzed. Finally, the validity of the motion planning algorithm of a multi-joint snake-like robot based on improved Serpenoid curve equation is verified by the actual experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of multi-joint snake-like robots involves bionics, dynamics, control theory and multi-sensor technology. The robot has high flexibility, super convenience and redundancy. The robot can not only accomplish important tasks such as earthquake relief, fire extinguishing and war investigation in engineering, but provide experimental platform for people to study artificial intelligence, control theory and mechanical analysis in experiments [1] , [2] . Therefore, the research of a multi-joint snake-like robot has important engineering application value and strategic significance [3] , [4] .
The most common motion mode to study multi-joint snake-like robots is winding motion, which is very similar to the sine function. The phase and amplitude in the motion equation change with time [5] . At present, the research on the gait of a multi-joint snake-like robot mainly focuses The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hyoung Il Son . on two-dimensional gait and three-dimensional gait. In the research of two-dimensional gait of a multi-joint snake-like robot, Gary is the first researcher who put forward the snakelike motion analysis method. He believes that the biological snake needs a vertical normal force in the course of its movements,by which the snake body generates forward motion [6] . Professor Shigeo Hirose analyzed the movement and skeleton distribution of a snake in detail. He proposed the Serpenoid curve equation of a snake shaped winding motion, established the dynamic link model of a snake-like robot, and obtained the mathematical expression of a snake like winding motion [7] . But the Serpenoid curve equation is twodimensional, which cannot explain the three-dimensional motions of a multi-joint snake-like robot. Professor Diana Rincon of Florida International University analyzed the winding movement gait of a multi-joint snake-like robot based on the link model, and he established the kinematics link model and the dynamic link model of the robot [8] . However, he did not analyze and validate the model of his robot from the aspects of simulation and reality. Professor Scott Kelly and Jim Ostrowski of California Institute of Technology set up a dynamic model for a multi-joint snake-like robot with only 3 driven wheels, and they then carried out controllability analysis. However, there were only 3 moving wheels in each joint of the robot, which caused the movement of the robot to be severely restricted by the environment [9] . Professor Pal Liljeback of Norwegian University of Science and Technology analyzed the relationship between a multi-joint snake-like robot and its obstacles in the course of the robot's movement. They proposed the obstacle avoidance assisted movement gait of the robot, which improved the adaptability of the robot to complicated environment [10] . Shugen Ma, a professor at the Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, has updated the Serpenoid curve equation of the winding motion of a snake [11] . He proposed the Serpentine curve method to improve the movement efficiency of the multi-joint snake-like robot [12] - [14] . Professor Diana Rincon of Florida International University analyzed a crawling gait of a snake-like robot based on four links. A kinematics model and a dynamic model of a four link robot were established. This model is simple in modeling and is easy to calculate, but it is often restricted by geographical environment in experiments because of its limited joint. [8] . Matsuno et al. analyzed the winding gait of a robot based on the two-dimensional meandering gait of the snake-like robot, and proposed a three-dimensional dynamic model of the snake-like robot with multi-link components [15] , [16] . In this model, the multi-joint snake-like robot is composed of a link joint component and a head component that can be lifted, but the link component only shows the ground friction characteristics similar to a real snake, and the robot cannot achieve lateral movement [15] , [17] , [18] . Professor Ross L. Hatton of Carnegie Mellon University has proposed a snake-like helical method to achieve the helical movement of a multi-joint snake robot on the ground [19] . Shigeo Hirose of Tokyo Institute of Technology proposed the arc link structure of a multi-joint snake-like robot. He established the arc link model, and realized the smooth movement of a robot in space [7] , [20] .
In the field of motion control of snake-like robots, Alireza Mohammadi et al. studied the path tracking control of the snake-like robot. They designed a constraint function to control the rotation angle and forward velocity of the robot head [21] . Ehsan rezapour et al. of Norwegian University of science used a virtual integrity constraint to study the path tracking control of the snake-like robot. They designed a linear feedback control law to make the robot successfully converge to the set path [22] , [23] .
Because the basic principles of motion planning for a multi-joint snake-like robot are contained in a twodimensional plane. Therefore, many achievements have been made in the research of the kinematics and dynamic models of the robot's two-dimensional gait. The motion of the multijoint snake-like robot also exists in the two-dimensional plane. The study of the two-dimensional gait of a robot can lay a solid theoretical foundation for the study of the threedimensional gait of a robot [24] , [25] .
In this paper, a motion planning algorithm of a wheeled multi-joint snake-like robot with non-holomorphic constraint based on improved Serpenoid curve equation is proposed to realize the winding and sideslip motion of the robot in plane. This method is based on the two-dimensional motion plane of a multi-joint snake-like robot [9] , [26] . A robot with non-holonomic constraint allows dimensions of its actuator to be less than the number of generalized coordinates in the system. Such a robot can reduce the weight of the system, improve the operating velocity of the system, reduce the cost of the system and reduce the failure rate of the system. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the motion planning algorithm of a wheeled multi-joint snake-like robot with non-holonomic constraints. Firstly, according to the selfstructure and joint characteristics of a multi-joint snake-like robot, the kinematics link model of a multi-joint snake-like robot is established. The link of this model does not deform. The rotation angle between the link and the link can be generated to control the rotation of the robot's link. Kinematics analysis of a multi-joint snake-like robot is carried out, and the joint angle curve equation relative to time variation is obtained, which greatly simplifies the computational efficiency of motion control algorithm. Next, the dynamic model of a multi-joint snake-like robot is established, and the dynamic characteristics between the motion velocity and friction of the link joint are analyzed. The torque balance equation of the link joint is deduced, and the thrust expression of each joint of a multi-joint snake-like robot is obtained. This thrust expression effectively establishes the relationship between the joint motion mode, velocity and angular velocity of the robot. Then, the Serpenoid curve equation of a multijoint snake-like robot is improved by adding a joint angle amplitude adjustment factor and a turning angle adjustment factor relative to time variation. The axial bending moment equation of a multi-joint snake-like robot with adjusting amplitude and turning angles is obtained. The equation is the improved Serpenoid curve equation. The equation establishes the relationship between the position of each joint and the swing amplitude of the robot, which makes the amplitude of each joint change with time at different positions of the robot. The axial bending moment at the tail provides the forward power for the robot. Finally, the dynamic of the improved Serpenoid curve equation was analyzed, and a closed-loop control system was designed to control the forward motion of the robot [27] .
In fact, the main innovations of this paper are as follows: (1) The Serpenoid curve equation is improved to obtain the axial bending moment function of the multi-joint snake-like robot with amplitude adjustment factor and a turning angles adjustment factor, so that the amplitude of the robot joints varies with time at different positions. (2) This paper analyzes the relationship between the forward thrust of the multi-joint snake-like robot and the improved Serpenoid curve equation, and designs a closed-loop control system, which enables the multi-joint Serpenoid robot to obtain simple, efficient and reliable joint angles and feedback velocity during the movement.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the multi-joint snake robot motion planning algorithm based on the improved Serpenoid curve equation, the proposed control algorithm is simulated by MATLAB. By observing the motion mode of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the trajectory of the robot is analyzed, and the simulation effectiveness of the algorithm is verified. Next, according to the structure characteristics and motion mechanism of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the real structure model of the robot is established. After that, the dynamic simulation of the multi-joint snake-like robot is carried out by using SimWise4D multi-entity dynamic simulation software. The relative joint angle input curve, snake tail displacement curve, snake tail velocity curve, driven wheel rotation curve, contact force of driven wheel and friction force of driven wheel are analyzed based on improved Serpenoid curve motion planning algorithm. The effects of the swing amplitude, frequency of the swing periodic and the moving phase between adjacent links on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot is compared, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is verified. Finally, the multijoint snake-like robot is placed on different pavements for experiment. Each joint of the robot is input into two blocks of control instructions in turn, and the position and velocity of the robot are transformed into a multi-block state feedback form. By analyzing the influences of swing amplitude of the multi-joint snake-like robot on the motion velocity and time of the robot, the effectiveness of the motion planning algorithm of the multi-joint snake-like robot based on improved Serpenoid curve is verified.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 establishes the kinematics model and dynamic model of a multi-joint snake-like robot in detail. Section 3 improves the Serpenoid curve equation according to the kinematics model of the multi-joint snake-like robot. According to the dynamic model of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the relationship between the forward thrust of the robot and the improved Serpenoid curve equation are analyzed. In Section 4, the multi-joint snake-like robot is simulated. Section 5 carries out a prototype experiment on the multi-joint snake-like robot to verify the effectiveness of the motion planning algorithm. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion.
II. MODELING OF A MULTI-JOINT SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT A. KINEMATICS MODEL OF A MULTI-JOINT SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT
The simulation model of a multi-joint snake-like robot consists of N link joints with 2h lengths [28] . There are N − 1 joints between the links, each of which is driven by the joint steering gear [29] . There are driven wheels in the middle of each link [16] , [30] . In the link joint of a multi-joint snake-like robot, the widths of each joint and links are not considered. The kinematics model of the robot is shown in Fig. 1 . The angle of the link at the j ∈ {1, . . . , N }th joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot is θ j . This angle is the angle between the links and the horizontal direction [31] . The set of angles is the angle of the links θ = [θ 1 , . . . , θ N ] ∈ R N . The joint angle at the j ∈ {1, . . . , N }th joint of the robot is ϕ j = θ j − θ j+1 , which is the rotation angle between the front and rear links [16] , [32] . The set of angles is the joint angle ϕ = [ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ N −1 ] ∈ R N −1 . The centroid of each joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot is located at the center of the joint x j , y j , and the coordinates of the links are x ∈ R N and y ∈ R N [29] , [33] . The constraint conditions between links satisfy (1).
Eq.(1) is superimposed to obtain (2) . Where the tail joint is (x 0 , y 0 ), the initial angle of the tail joint is θ 0 .
The position of the head joint is (x N , y N ), and the constraint condition satisfies (3) .
Eq.(3) is introduced into (2), and (4) is obtained [29] .
Eq.(4) is differentiated and the velocity equation of the robot link joint is obtained as shown in (5) .
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The non-holonomic constraint condition considering that the driven wheel does not slip is shown in (6) . the velocity of the head joint is (ẋ N ,ẏ N ).
Eq.(5) is introduced into (6) and (7) is obtained.
Set auxiliary functions are (7) gives (8).
The (9) describes the angular velocityφ of each joint along the axis direction during the motion of a multi-joint snakelike robot. At the same time, the overall angular velocity of the snake-like robot is determined by the angular velocityẊ T h of the robot head, the centroid coordinate is p = p x p y , and the angular velocity of each joint is determined by the position of each joint [34] . The relationship between the displacement velocity of each jointẆ j along the displacement velocity ẋ j ,ẏ j of the center of mass of the snake-like robot is shown in (10) .
where, the centroid velocity isṗ = ṗ xṗy , the auxiliary function are S θ = diag(sin θ 1 , sin θ 2 , . . . , sin θ N ) ∈ R N and C θ = diag(cos θ 1 , cos θ 2 , . . . , cos θ N ) ∈ R N , the link angles is θ = diag(θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ N ) ∈ R N , the auxiliary matrix is Eq.(10) is decomposed and (11) is obtained.
According to (11) , the joint angle curve equation of a multijoint snake-like robot relative to time variation is obtained as shown in (12) .
During the winding motion of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the constraint force of the adjacent link on the j ∈ {1, . . . , N }th joint of the robot is g x,j , g y,j , and the ground friction force on the jth joint of the robot is f j [16] , [32] . On the xOy plane, the driving moment applied by the j + 1th link joint on the jth link joint is τ j , and the driving moment applied by the jth link joint on the j − 1th link joint is τ j−1 , as shown in Fig. 2 . The force balance of the jth link joint is shown in (13),
where, f x,j and f y,j are the friction forces along the X-axes and Y-axes of the jth link joint, and m j is the mass of the jth link joint of the robot [21] , [32] . Therefore, the force balance of all links joint is shown in (14) .
where, the joint masses is
Torque balance of the jth links joint of a multi-joint snakelike robot is shown in (15) ,
where, the friction torque is τ = diag (τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . τ N ) ∈ R N , the torque applied by the driving motor is u i , the inertia moment of the links is J = diag(J s1 , J s2 , . . . , J sN ) ∈ R N [29] . Therefore, the torque balance of all links of a multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in (16) .
where, auxiliary function are
In order to study the dynamic characteristics of a multijoint snake-like robot, the constraint conditions (1) between the joints and links of the robot are used to express the constraint conditions of all links of the snake-like robot in matrix form as shown in (17) [21] , [32] .
Eq. (17) is quadratic differentiated and (18) is obtained,
where,θ
m i , the centroid coordinate is p = p x p y , an auxiliary matrix is e = [1, . . . , 1] ∈ R N , and the centroid position of the multi-joint snake-like robot in the global coordinate system is shown in (19) [29] , [32] .
Add an auxiliary function (17) and (19) are combined to obtain the common attitude model of the center of mass and the link joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot as shown in (20) .
Eq. (21) is obtained by multiplying the left side of (18) by LM −1 or D, M T e m M −1 . Where, the acceleration sum of the links joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot is eD T = 0. At the same time, the joint constraints in the centroid coordinatesp = p xpy of the robot are g x , g y = 0.
Eq. (20) and (21) are combined to obtain the joint constraint (22) of the multi-joint snake-like robot g x , g y .
Eq. (22) is introduced into (16) to obtain (23) for the torque balance of the link joint of a multi-joint snake-like robot.
According to (21) , the centroid acceleration of the link joint is obtained as (24) .
Eq. (24) shows that the centroid acceleration of a multijoint snake-like robot is only provided by friction. When a state variable v = θ T , p T ,θ T ,ṗ T ∈ R 2n+4 is introduced, the state space form of the robot model is (25) . As long as thë θ andp in (25) are solved, the thrust (v, τ ) of each joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot can be easily solved.
After the multi-joint snake-like robot moves according to certain rules, the friction force and friction moment of each joint of the robot change, and then the acceleration and angular acceleration of the robot change. The change of the acceleration and angular velocity of the robot also pull the change of the friction force and friction moment of each joint of the robot. This continuous iteration changes the displacement and motion orientation of the multi-joint snakelike robot, as shown in Fig.3 . Friction occurs between the multi-joint snake-like robot and ground. This friction is the key to solving the overall motion law of the robot. It interacts with the motion mode, velocity and angular velocity of each joint of the robot until the robot moves to a stable state.
III. IMPROVEMENT OF SERPENOID CURVE EQUATION
In this section, the locomotion pattern of biological snakes on land and its motion state in the winding motion are observed as shown in Fig.4 [35] . The Serpenoid curve equation (26) proposed by Professor Hirose in Japan is referred [7] , as shown in Fig.5 .
where, α is the amplitude, ω is the frequency of the swing periodic, and δ is the moving phase between adjacent links. In the calculation, the α, ω and δ are constant, which brings no change in the motion state of the multi-joint snake-like robot. The turning of each link joint of the robot is mechanical and not smooth enough. At the same time, the Serpenoid curve equation lacks an Angle at which to turn, which results in the fact that the Serpenoid curve equation only enables the robot to move forward in the manner of the Serpenoid curve.
According to the kinematics link model of the multi-joint snake-like robot and the curve (12) of joint angle of the robot relative to time variation, this paper presents a motion planning algorithm of the multi-joint snake-like robot with improved Serpenoid curve equation. The algorithm introduces an adjusting factor of joint angle amplitude and an axial bending moment (27) of turning angle adjusting factor at the tail of the robot. When the robot encounters the obstacles, the robot needs to deflect. At this time, the swing phase changes and helps the robot with turning. At the same time, as the joint velocity of the robot changes, the amplitude of the axial bending moment function also changes in response, which ensures the continuity of the joint angle change of the robot. The proposed axial bending moment function not only establishes the relationship between the velocity of each joint and the swing amplitude of the robot, but also enables the robot to overcome obstacles smoothly. The proposed motion planning algorithm adds a feedback with the robot velocity integral to the Serpenoid curve equation. This feedback is an amplitude adjustment factor. When the joint angle of the robot changes, the swing amplitude of the robot also changes, which ensures the continuity of the joint angle. The velocity of the robot varies over a small range. By associating the motion velocity of the robot with the swing amplitude, the amplitude of the robot changes linearly at different velocity, which greatly increases the smoothness of the motion control of the multi-joint snake robot.
where, α is the swing amplitude of the link joint,ẋ j−1 anḋ y j−1 are the velocity of the j − 1th joints of the robot, ψ is the turning angle adjustment factor, δ are the angular phase displacement of each link to its adjacent link, ω is the frequency of the swing periodic, t is time variable. As the proposed motion planning algorithm links the amplitude to the velocity integral of the multi-joint snakelike robot, when the initial velocity of the robot is 0, there is θ j (t) ≡ 0, and, the robot cannot move at this moment. So we should set an initial velocity for the multi-joint snake, even if it is a small initial velocity. In the moving process of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the position and velocity is constantly updated. Since there is friction during the moving process, the acceleration a of the robot can be calculated according to Newton's Second Law. The acceleration varies with time, position and velocity, and the acceleration directly affects the motion velocity of the robot, which affects the swing amplitude of the robot. When the multi-joint serpentine robot is moving towards a direction, the acceleration increases continuously, which lead to continuous increase of the robot's moving velocity and the robot's swing amplitude. But the swing amplitude cannot increase definitely. When the swing amplitude of the snake reaches extreme value, the joints need to change the directions of swing and rotation positions. At this time, the acceleration changes to a < 0 rapidly, which causes the rapid decrease of the robot's motion velocity and its swing amplitude. As the robot's joints change its swing directions, the acceleration a changes from negative to positive and then increases continuously, starting a new cycle of change. During the whole process, even if the angle changes slowly and the linear velocity decreases, as long as the acceleration exists, the linear velocity will not decrease to zero. When the robot moves around a corner, the acceleration will make the linear velocity of the robot increase again. The motion planning and design of the robot are shown in Fig. 6 .
In the experiment, the friction coefficient is µ = 0.2, the gravitational acceleration is g = 9.8 m s 2 , the swing amplitude of the joint link is α = 10π 180 , the angular phase displacement of each link between its adjacent links is δ = π 2 , the initial velocity is v x = v y = 0.1 m/s, the calculation time is t = 25 s, the joint length is L = 1 m, and the joint mass is m = 1 kg. MATLAB simulation software was used to compare the movement trajectory of the head of the Serpenoid curve equation and the improved Serpenoid curve equation, as shown in Fig. 7 . It can be clearly seen from Fig. 7 that the movement trajectory of the head of the multi-joint snake-like robot shows a small displacement phenomenon at the initial moment, which is caused by a small vibration caused by friction during the movement of the robot. Meanwhile, the motion distance of the robot under the action of the improved Serpenoid curve equation motion planning was significantly greater than that under the action of the Serpenoid curve equation motion planning within the same time. This shows that the improved Serpenoid curve equation can provide faster motion velocity for the robot. In terms of the stability of the motion of the multi-joint snakelike robot, the improved Serpenoid curve equation added a joint angle amplitude adjustment factor relative to time and a turning angle adjustment factor at the initial moment, resulting in rapid deflection of the robot and reduced stability. However, after the robot has been in motion for a period of time, the improved Serpenoid curve equation can gradually stabilize the motion trajectory of the robot head, thus the smoothness and stability of the motion control of the multijoint snake-like robot are greatly increased.
The change curve of the amplitude adjustment factor is shown in Fig.8 , the motion acceleration of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 , and the rotation angle of the robot's head is shown in Fig.11 . As can be seen from Fig.8 to Fig.11 that when the motion distance of the robot is less than 100cm, the adjustment factor of the amplitude, the motion acceleration in the x direction and the rotation angle of the head change very slowly. At this time, the motion trajectory of the robot head deflected under the action of friction. When the motion distance of the robot is within 100∼500cm, the amplitude adjustment factor, the motion acceleration in the X-axis and the rotation angle of the head increase rapidly, while the motion acceleration in the Y-axis decreases. Then the robot enters adjustment phase. At this point, the trajectory of the robot head is slightly adjusted. When the motion distance of the robot is 500cm away, the adjustment factor of joint angle amplitude reaches a stable state. The value of the adjustment factor of joint angle amplitude basically does not change any more. The motion acceleration in the X-axis and Y-axis and the rotation angle of the head show even and stable changes.
According to (25) , the relationship between the rotation angle θ(t) of the link joint and the forward thrust (v, τ ) is obtained, as shown in Fig.12 . As can be seen from Fig.12 that (v, τ ) takes an extreme value at θ j (t) = ± π 4 . This shows that when the vertical velocityẏ j and forward direction of the link of the multi-joint snake-like robot is ± π 4 , the thrust of the tail joint of the robot to the head joint is the largest. It can be seen from (27) that the forward thrust amplitude j of the jth link of the robot can be increased by increasing the vertical velocity amplitude ẏ j of the robot when the rotation angle of the link joint is θ j (t) < π 4 . The axial bending moment (27) with the amplitude adjustment factor and turning angle adjustment factor is differentiated, and the angular velocity (28) of each link joint is obtained.
The velocity of each link of the multi-joint snake-like robot is given by (5) . The initial velocity isẋ h = 0,ẏ h = 0. In the calculation process, the number of joints of the multi-joint snake robot is N = 6. Substitute (28) into (5) to get (29) .
where,
By the increase of velocity amplitude ẏ j of the multijoint snake robot, the forward thrust amplitude generated by the jth of the robot can be increased. It can be seen from (29) that the swing amplitude α, the frequency swing period ω, the joint length h and the motion velocity in XY-axis of the robot directly affect the motion velocity amplitude of the robot's link ẏ j . As the swing amplitude α, the frequency swing period ω, the joint length h are fixed, ẏ j changes periodically with the change of the velocity of the robot. In summary, the axial bending moment functions with joint angle amplitude adjustment factor and turning angle adjustment factor adjusts the amplitude indirectly, so that the new swing amplitude of robot change periodically. Thus the path divergence caused by large swing amplitude can be avoided.
During the movement of the robot, the position and velocity of the robot is continuously transferred to the main control module. Through analysis and calculation, the main control module sends the command to the rotating motor of the joint. The rotating motor controls the forward motion of the robot by adjusting the rotation angle and velocity, as shown in Fig.13 . As can be seen from Fig.13 that the designed closed-loop system adopts three sets of closed-loop feedback loops. The closed-loop system can not only provide simple, efficient and reliable joint angle and feedback velocity for the multi-joint snake robot, but also realize the overload protection function of the circuit.
IV. SIMULATION
In order to prove the effectiveness of the motion planning algorithm for the multi-joint snake-like robot based on the improved Serpenoid curve equation, this section uses the semi-physical simulation form of robot to verify the algorithm. According to the structure characteristics and motion mechanism of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the real structure model of the robot is established. SimWise4D simulation software was used to simulate the dynamics of the multi-joint snake robot. The relative joint angle input curve, snake tail displacement curve, snake tail velocity curve, driven wheel rotation curve, contact force of driven wheel and friction force of driven wheel are analyzed based on improved Serpenoid curve equation motion planning algorithm. The effects of the swing amplitude α, frequency of the swing periodic ω and the moving phase δ between adjacent links on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot is analyzed. The effectiveness of the algorithm is verified by simulation experiments.
A. PHYSICAL MODELING OF THE MULTI-JOINT SNAKE ROBOT
When using virtual prototype software and control system software to simulate multi-joint snake-like robot jointly, the structure of the robot should be designed according to the structural characteristics and motion mechanism of the multijoint snake-like robot.
By observing the movement mechanism of biological snakes and referring to the snake-like robot ACM-R5 designed by Professor Hirose of Tokyo institute of technology, a kind of snake-like robot with multiple joints composed of the same joint is designed. The robot's joints are connected by a ''cross'' universal joint. The universal joint is made of metal and has a simple structure, as shown in Fig. 14. Each ''cross'' universal joint is composed of two independent gears with orthogonal axes. This structure enables each joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot to have two degrees of freedom. It can make the robot simulate the flexible body of the biological snake and realize various forms of motion. A multijoint snake-like robot motion device with multiple degrees of freedom and redundancy is composed of several universal joints. Each universal joint gear is equipped with a brush DC motor. Each motor controls the rotation velocity and direction of the universal joint with one degree of freedom. As long as the rotation velocity and timing of each brush DC motor are well controlled, various forms of work of the multi-joint snake-like robot can be realized. The joint part of the multi-joint snake-like robot adopts a cabin structure, as shown in Fig.15 . The ''fins'' are set in six positions around the cabin, and the driven wheels are set on each ''fin'' to assist the motion of the robot. The driven wheel itself does not move. The driven wheel only assists the snake body to slide during the torsion of the universal joint of the robot, thus realizing the robot's motion mode based on the improved Serpenoid curve equation. Each cabin structure of the multi-joint snake-like robot is connected with a ''cross'' universal joint, and thus a complete model of the multi-joint snake-like robot is established, as shown in Fig.16 .
B. DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF THE MULTI-JOINT SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT
After establishing the complete model of the multi-joint snake-like robots, the dynamic simulation of the robot is carried out by using SimWise4D multi-entity dynamic simulation software. The relative joint Angle input curve, snake tail displacement curve, snake tail velocity curve, driven wheel rotation curve, driven wheel contact force and driven wheel friction change curve are analyzed during the robot motion. The effects of the swing amplitude of the improved Serpenoid curve equation, the frequency of the swing periodic and the moving phase between adjacent links on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot are compared, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is verified.
In the simulation process, the initial environment is set as follows: the friction coefficient is 0.5, the joints are set as motor drive constraints, and the motion process of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.17 . The robot maintains a meandering attitude and moves forward under the constraints of the improved Serpenoid curve equation motion planning algorithm. During the movement, the input curve of the relative joints angle of the head joint of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.18. From Fig.18 , we can see that the trajectory of the head of the robot is an improved Serpenoid curve equation similar to sine function. This is a smooth trajectory. The displacement curve of the snake tail of a multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.19. From Fig.19 , it can be seen that under the action of friction, the tail trajectory of multi-joint snake-like robot has a small displacement compared with the head trajectory, but the overall motion pattern still follows the improved Serpenoid curve equation. The velocity curve of the snake tail of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.20 . As can be seen from Fig.20 , the motion velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot presents a uniform sinusoidal function. This is because the forward velocity of the robot changes with the swing of the tail during its moving process. The swing of the tail presents a sinusoidal waveform and the forward velocity also presents a sinusoidal waveform. The contact force on the tail driven wheel of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.21 . As can be seen from Fig. 21 , the contact force between the driven wheel and the ground at the tail of the multi-joint snake-like robot changes with the swing amplitude of the driven joint. The greater the swing amplitude of the driven joint, the greater the contact force on the ground to the driven wheel. When the driven joint is restored to equilibrium, the contact force between the driven wheel and the ground is restored to zero. The friction force on the tail driven wheel of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Fig.22 . As can be seen from Fig.22 , the magnitude of the friction force on the driven wheel is closely related to the ground contact force on the driven wheel. The greater the ground contact force on the driven wheel, the greater the ground friction force on the driven wheel. The smaller the ground contact force on the driven wheel, the smaller the ground friction force on the driven wheel. However, the ground contact force of the driven wheel is positive and negative, and the friction force of the driven wheel is only in the positive direction.
The influence of parameters α, ω and δ in the improved Serpenoid curve equation motion planning (27) on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot is shown in Figs.23, 24 and 25. Fig.23 shows that the swing amplitude VOLUME 8, 2020 of the multi-joint snake-like robot is positively correlated with the forward velocity of the robot. The larger the swing amplitude of the robot, the faster the forward velocity of the robot. However, the swing amplitude of the robot is limited by the maximum rotation angle of the joint and can only move in a certain range. Fig.24 shows that the frequency of the swing periodic of the multi-joint snake-like robot is positively correlated with the forward velocity of the robot. The higher the frequency of the robot, the faster the forward velocity of the robot. However, the frequency of the robot is limited by the driving ability of the joint-driven actuator. When the frequency is ω > 2, the forward velocity of the robot increases and the frequency of the swing periodic decreases. Fig.25 shows that the moving phase between adjacent links of the multi-joint snake-like robot is negatively related to the forward velocity of the robot. The larger the moving phase between adjacent links of the robot, the slower the forward velocity of the robot. However, the small moving phase between the adjacent links of the robot will affect the direction of the robot, resulting in the robot can not form a complete Serpenoid curve, affecting the efficiency of the robot.
V. EXPERIMENT
During the movement of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the rotation angles of each joint are controlled by the electric steering gear. Therefore, the dynamic analysis of the electric steering gear at the joints of the robot should be carried out, so as to reduce the required adjustment time T s when the system reaches overshoot σ p and make the system enter a stable state as soon as possible. A step signal from 0 to 1 is input at 0s, and the electric steering gear system will follow the reference input at different rotational velocity R. When the rotation velocity is 10rad/s, the motion stability response velocity of the multi-joint snake robot is slow. At the same time, it can be found that under the condition of low rotational velocity, the overshoot of the system increases. With the increase of rotational velocity, the overshoot decreases gradually and the adjustment time is shortened. However, the kinematics stability of the multi-joint snake-like robot is lower when the rotational velocity of the electric steering gear is 50rad/s than that when the rotational velocity is 40rad/s. In other words, the optimal rotational velocity of the electric steering gear is about 40rad/s. The kinematics stability response of the multi-joint snake-like robot is not linearly correlated with the rotational velocity, as shown in Fig. 26 . The performance indicators of the step response of the electric steering gear at different rotational velocities are shown in Table 1 .
Obviously, when the rotational velocity of the electric steering gear is 40rad/s, the motion stability of the robot reaches the optimal response state. When the rotational velocity of the electric steering gear increases to 50rad/s, there is no symmetry between the rotational velocity and voltage of the electric steering gear, and the stability of the electric steering gear decreases significantly.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed motion planning algorithm based on improved Serpenoid curve equation, the processing design and physical experiments of the multi-joint snake-like robot prototype are carried out in this section. The multi-joint snake-like robot adopts modular structure. Each module mainly includes wireless transceiver module, reconnaissance and search module, ranging module, main control module, joint module, environmental monitoring module and power module. The control system of the multi-joint snake-like robot uses bus to realize the communication between modules. The multi-joint snake-like robot is powered by lithium batteries, and motion instructions are sent by an infinite Bluetooth module. The battery power meets the needs of the robot for more than 20 minutes of movement time, and the unlimited Bluetooth module meets the needs of the robot for more than 10 meters of communication distance. In order to facilitate the calculation, the joint length of the multi-joint snake-like robot is h = 211 mm, the joint radius is r = 65 mm, and the number of joints is N = 6. Six groups of driven wheels are distributed evenly in each joint. The friction coefficient of driven wheels is 0.2, and the maximum rotation angle between joints is θ = ±40 • . Where, a joint is the sum of a cabin and a ''cross'' universal joint of the robot. The battery capacity is 1500 mAh, the discharge rate of the battery is 3 − 5 C, the initial phase of the movement between the adjacent links of the robot is δ = 0, the joint mass of the robot is m = 200 g, the initial frequency of the swing periodic angle is ω = 3, the gravity acceleration is g = 9.8N kg, and the initial swing amplitude of the robot is α = 0.7.
The multi-joint snake-like robot was placed on the floor of the corridor to observe the motion of the robot, as shown in Fig.27. From Fig.27 , the forward distance of the robot can be judged by observing the relative position between the ground and the multi-joint snake-like robot. The robot can move forward through the improved Serpenoid curve equation. In order to analyze the influence of the swing amplitude and frequency of swing period on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the experiment adjusts the parameters so that the robot can start from the same place and record the time needed to reach the same target position (68cm). The influence of the swing amplitude on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot is analyzed, as shown in Fig.28 and Fig.29 . With other parameters unchanged, the swing amplitude α increases, the running time of the robot decreases, the motion velocity increases, and the control efficiency improves, which is consistent with the simulation results of SimWise4D. The influence of the frequency of swing period on the control efficiency of the multijoint snake-like robot is analyzed, as shown in Fig.30 and Fig.31 . When other parameters remain unchanged, the joint angular velocity ω increases, which leads to the acceleration of the frequency of swing period and the increase of the forward velocity of the robot, which is consistent with the simulation results of the dynamic simulation software SimWise4D. At ω = 8, the forward velocity of the multijoint snake-like robot decreases. This is because the rotation velocity of the robot joints is less than the instruction velocity received, which leads to the next action before the robot joints are rotated in place. Therefore, the parameters need to be adjusted reasonably according to the actual situation.
The motion planning algorithm of the multi-joint snakelike robot with improved Serpenoid curve equation is validated for the motion characteristics of the robot on brick pavement. Brick pavement has a high roughness, which leads to a great increase in the friction of the robots. In the experiment, the multi-joint snake-like robot is placed beside the car, and the robot crossed the bottom of the car from one side to the other, as shown in figure 32 . The motion velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot is greatly improved, because the friction of the driven wheel is relatively large on the brick road. The tail joint of the robot can provide sufficient forward power for the head joint, so the moving velocity of the robot is improved.
The obstacle jumping experiment of the multi-joint snakelike robot on asphalt pavement is carried out, as shown in Fig. 33 . The multi-joint snake-like robot can cross the deceleration belt with a slope of 7 • and a height of 50 mm. The robot mainly relies on its rear joints to generate power for moving forward when it crosses obstacles. Because the number of joints of the multi-joint snake robot is small, the robot moves slowly. This requires that the electric steering gear of the multi-joint snake robot at the joint should have enough torque, the electric steering gear fixation should be more reliable, and the gear at the joint should be more consistent. Despite of this, the multi-joint snake-like robot will ultimately cross the deceleration belt, which verifies the effectiveness of the motion planning algorithm based on improved Serpenoid curve equation.
The experimental results show that the proposed multijoint snake-like robot motion planning algorithm based on improved Serpenoid curve equation can enable the robot to move forward and jump over obstacles on different roads. With the same parameters, the forward velocity of the multijoint snake-like robot is closely related to the friction coefficient of the ground and the condition of the ground. Generally, the rougher the ground is, the greater the friction coefficient is, and the faster the robot moves forward. The proposed algorithm is accurate and feasible, and experiments verified the effectiveness of the improved Serpenoid curve equation motion planning algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a motion planning algorithm of a multi-joint snake-like robot based on improved Serpenoid curve equation is proposed, which realizes the snake-like robot's winding and sideslip motion in the plane. Firstly, the kinematics model of a multi-joint snake-like robot is established, and the structure and joint characteristics of the robot are analyzed. The joint angle curve equation of the robot relative to time is obtained. Through the dynamic modeling of a multi-joint snake-like robot, the dynamic characteristics between the motion velocity and friction of the link joint are analyzed, and the thrust expressions of the joints of a multi-joint snakelike robot are obtained. Next, according to the joint angle curve equation and Serpenoid curve equation of the multijoint snake-like robot relative to time variation, the axial bending moment function of the robot with the amplitude adjustment factor and a turning angle adjustment factor is deduced. According to the thrust expression of the multi-joint snake-like robot, the relationship between the forward thrust of the robot and the improved Serpenoid curve equation is analyzed. A simple, efficient and reliable closed-loop control system for multi-joint snake-like robot is designed. Then, the link joint model of the multi-joint snake-like robot is simulated by using MATLAB. The motion mode and trajectory of the robot are analyzed. The simulation validity of the algorithm is verified. SimWise4D multi-entity dynamic simulation software is used for semi-physical modeling and simulation of the multi-joint snake robot. The relative joint angle input curve, snake tail displacement curve, snake tail velocity curve, driven wheel rotation curve, contact force of driven wheel and friction force of driven wheel are analyzed. The effects of the swing amplitude, the frequency of the swing period and the moving phase between adjacent links of the improved Serpenoid curve equation on the forward velocity of the multi-joint snake-like robot are compared, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is verified. Finally, the multi-joint snake-like robot is placed on different roads for experiments, and the influences of the swing amplitude of the robot on the motion velocity and time of the robot are analyzed. The effectiveness of the motion planning algorithm of the multi-joint snake-like robot based on the improved Serpenoid curve equation is verified.
